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Summary

The genomes of kinetoplastids are organized into polycistronic gene clusters that are flanked by the modified DNA base J. Previous work has established a role of base J in promoting RNA polymerase II termination in *Leishmania* spp. where the loss of J leads to termination defects and transcription into adjacent gene clusters. It remains unclear whether these termination defects affect gene expression and whether read through transcription is detrimental to cell growth, thus explaining the essential nature of J. We now demonstrate that reduction of base J at specific sites within polycistronic gene clusters in *L. major* leads to read through transcription and increased expression of downstream genes in the cluster. Interestingly, subsequent transcription into the opposing polycistronic gene cluster does not lead to downregulation of sense mRNAs. These findings indicate a conserved role for J regulating transcription termination and expression of genes within polycistronic gene clusters in trypanosomatids. In contrast to the expectations often attributed to opposing transcription, the essential nature of J in *Leishmania* spp. is related to its role in gene repression rather than preventing transcriptional interference resulting from read through and dual strand transcription.

Introduction

Kinetoplastids are a group of early-diverged eukaryotes collectively responsible for multiple diseases including African sleeping sickness, Chagas disease and leishmaniasis. Kinetoplastid parasites, which include *Trypanosoma brucei*, *Trypanosoma cruzi* and *Leishmania major*, progress through life stages by cycling between an insect vector and a mammalian host. The parasites must therefore adapt to changes in their environment, such as changes in pH, temperature, oxygen concentrations and host immune responses, among others. Unlike most eukaryotes, the entire genome of kinetoplastids is arranged into gene clusters (Berriman et al., 2005; El-Sayed et al., 2005; Ivens et al., 2005) where RNA Polymerase (RNAP) II initiates transcription at sites called divergent strand switch regions (dSSRs), transcribes polycistronically (Johnson et al., 1987; Martinez-Calvillo et al., 2004; Mottram et al., 1989) through tens to hundreds of genes, and terminates at convergent strand switch regions (cSSRs) (Martinez-Calvillo et al., 2004). Gene clusters are also adjacenty arranged on the same DNA strand in what are called a head-tail (HT) arrangement, such that transcription of an upstream cluster terminates and initiation of an independent gene cluster occurs downstream (Kolev et al., 2010; Siegel et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2009). Pre-mRNAs are processed through trans-splicing with the addition of a 39 nucleotide spliced leader (SL) sequence to the 5’ end of all mRNAs (Agabian, 1990; Boothroyd and Cross, 1982; De Lange et al., 1983; Nelson et al., 1983; Sutton and Boothroyd, 1986; Van der Ploeg et al., 1982) [reviewed in (Borst, 1986), which is coupled to the 3’ polyadenylation of the upstream transcript (LeBowitz et al., 1993).
Relatively little is known about transcriptional regulation in kinetoplastids, in large part because the polycistrionic nature of the genome has led to the belief that gene expression regulation does not occur at the transcriptional level and instead predominately occurs post-transcriptionally through mechanisms such as mRNA processing, mRNA stability and translation efficiency (Campbell et al., 2003; Clayton, 2002). Evidence has begun to emerge however that has challenged the notion that kinetoplastids lack transcriptional regulation. Multiple chromatin modifications are enriched at sites of RNAP II initiation and termination, including histone methylation, acetylation, histone variants and the DNA modification base J that could be utilized by the parasites to regulate transcription (Cliffe et al., 2010; Respuela et al., 2008; Siegel et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2009). Of these chromatin modifications, base J has been the most studied and demonstrated to play a functional role in the regulation of transcription in all kinetoplastids examined thus far (Ekanayake and Sabatini, 2011; Ekanayake et al., 2011; Reynolds et al., 2014, 2016; van Luenen et al., 2012). J consists of a glucosylated thymidine (Gommers-Ampt et al., 1993) and has been found only in the nuclear DNA of kinetoplastids, Diplonema and Euglena (Dooijes et al., 2000; van Leeuwen et al., 1998). The DNA modification is synthesized through the hydroxylation of thymidine by either JBP1 or JBP2 (Cliffe et al., 2012), forming hydroxymethyluridine, followed by the transfer of a glucose by the glucosyltransferase enzyme JGT (Bullard et al., 2014; Sekar et al., 2014) (reviewed in [Borst and Sabatini, 2009; Thomas et al., 2009]). Analogous to the TET proteins in mammals (Iyer et al., 2009; Tahiliani et al., 2009), the JBP s utilize 2-oxoglutarate, oxygen and Fe$^{2+}$ in the hydroxylation reaction (Cliffe et al., 2012). The central roles of JBP1/2 and JGT in synthesizing J have been established in T. brucei, the only kinetoplastid species tested thus far in which genetic deletions of JBP1/2 and JGT are viable (Bullard et al., 2014; Cliffe et al., 2009). Attempts to generate T. cruzi and Leishmania spp. JBP1/2 KO cells have been unsuccessful, suggesting an essential role of J in these kinetoplastids. Addition of the 2-oxoglutarate structural analog dimethyloxalylglycine (DMOG) to the growth medium or limiting oxygen concentrations inhibit hydroxylase activity and thus enable J reduction in cells without genetic modification (Cliffe et al., 2012).

Investigations in T. cruzi have revealed a function of J in the repression of RNAP II initiation, such that J loss increases active chromatin marks and transcription initiation, resulting in global gene expression changes (Ekanayake and Sabatini, 2011; Ekanayake et al., 2011). No defect in RNAP II termination was identified upon J loss in T. cruzi, however in T. brucei and Leishmania spp. J has been found to promote RNAP II termination (Reynolds et al., 2014, 2016; van Luenen et al., 2012). In T. brucei, J located prior to the end of gene clusters promotes termination, repressing downstream genes in the same cluster (Reynolds et al., 2014, 2016). Loss of J from within gene clusters results in read through and expression of the downstream genes, and we therefore refer to these sites as gene cluster internal termination sites. H3.V co-localizes with J at RNAP II termination sites in T. brucei (Cliffe et al., 2010) and has recently been shown to play a similar role in regulating termination (Reynolds et al., 2016; Schulz et al., 2016). J and H3.V independently function to promote termination within gene clusters, such that the combined loss of J and H3.V results in a synergistic increase in read through transcription at gene cluster internal termination sites and derepression of downstream genes (Reynolds et al., 2016). Genes regulated by this process include many that are developmentally regulated in T. brucei and code for proteins involved in optimal growth and immune evasion during infection of the mammalian host (the specific trypanosome life stage where J is synthesized) (Reynolds et al., 2016; Schulz et al., 2016).

While J and H3.V also co-localize at termination sites at the end of gene clusters (i.e. cSSRs) in T. brucei, they are not required for terminating transcription and preventing elongation of RNAP II into the opposing gene cluster (Reynolds et al., 2016). However, in L. major and L. tarentolae J does function to prevent read through transcription at cSSRs and the formation of antisense RNAs (Reynolds et al., 2014; van Luenen et al., 2012). For example, reduction of base J levels in L. major following DMOG treatment results in transcription of the antisense strand of the adjacent gene cluster genome-wide (Reynolds et al., 2014). It has been proposed that dual strand transcription resulting from read through at cSSRs disrupts expression of sense mRNAs via transcriptional interference and is therefore detrimental to Leishmania spp. cell growth (van Luenen et al., 2012). Whether J loss and subsequent read through at cSSRs impact mRNA transcript abundance in Leishmania spp. is not yet clear however. It is also not known if J functions to promote gene cluster internal termination in Leishmania spp., and if so what role this process has in parasite growth and explaining the apparent essential nature of J. The role of H3.V is also unclear. Removal of H3.V in L. major did not reveal defects in RNAP II termination (Anderson et al., 2013), however it is not known if H3.V localizes to termination sites in L. major, as is observed in T. brucei.

The recently identified role of H3.V and base J in promoting RNAP II termination within gene clusters in
T. brucei led us to further investigate the function of these epigenetic marks in L. major. We found that like T. brucei, J is localized within several gene clusters in L. major where the acute J loss induced by the J synthesis inhibitor DMOG results in defects of RNAP II termination within the cluster and increased expression of downstream genes. We also demonstrate here that, similar to T. brucei, H3.V co-localizes with base J at termination sites in L. major. Surprisingly, however, H3.V apparently regulates J synthesis in L. major as the loss of H3.V reduces the level of J at termination sites with no effects on RNAP II termination and minimal gene expression changes. Further reduction of J at termination sites in the H3.V knockout (KO) using DMOG revealed greater termination defects, more significant gene expression changes, and greatly reduced cell growth, compared with wild type (WT) cells treated with DMOG. Whilst read through defects in L. major include the extension of RNAP II onto the adjacent opposing gene cluster and dual strand transcription, we saw no evidence of transcription interference resulting in significant downregulation of mRNAs on the opposing gene cluster in either WT or H3.V KO cells treated with DMOG. These results indicate a conserved role for J regulating RNAP II transcription and expression of genes within polycistronic gene clusters in trypanosomatids and suggest that the essential nature of J in Leishmania spp. is related to its role in repressing specific genes at the end of gene clusters and not the prevention of dual strand transcription.

Results

L. major H3.V co-localizes with base J at termination sites and regulates J synthesis

We have found that in T. brucei, H3.V and base J co-localize at RNAP II termination sites and both epigenetic marks work together to promote RNAP II termination (Reynolds et al., 2016; Schulz et al., 2016). However, while base J has clearly been shown to regulate RNAP II termination in L. major (Reynolds et al., 2014) the deletion of H3.V from this parasite did not indicate defects in termination (Anderson et al., 2013). To take a closer look, we first determined whether H3.V localizes with base J at termination sites in L. major. Using chromatin immunoprecipitation-qPCR (ChIP-qPCR), and primers that spanned a cSSR (Fig. 1A), we found that while histone H3 is present at similar levels across the cSSR, H3.V is enriched at the RNAP II termination site (Fig. 1B and Supporting Information Fig. S1A). In contrast, we did not detect enrichment of H3.V at dSSRs, where RNAP II initiation takes place (Fig. 1D and E, Supporting Information Fig. S1B). Lack of H3.V ChIP-qPCR signal in H3.V KO cells confirms the specificity of the L. major H3.V antibody (Supporting Information Fig. S1D). Consistent with previous findings (Reynolds et al., 2014), by J IP-qPCR we observed a peak enrichment of J at the RNAP II termination site, confirming that J and H3.V co-localize at RNAP II termination sites in L. major (Fig. 1B and C). As expected, we also detect a peak of J within dSSRs (Fig. 1F).

While H3.V and base J co-localize and cooperatively regulate RNAP II termination in T. brucei, H3.V does not influence base J synthesis (Cliffe et al., 2010). In contrast, the deletion of H3.V in L. major led to significantly reduced levels of base J in cSSRs (Fig. 1C and Supporting Information Fig. S1C). This loss of J was not restricted to termination sites however, as we also observed reduced J at a dSSR in the H3.V KO, despite the lack of enrichment of H3.V at these sites (Fig. 1E and F). This suggests that, for at least dSSRs, the loss of H3.V indirectly impacts J synthesis. To determine whether J plays a role in histone/nucleosome localization, we analyzed the levels of H3 and H3.V at cSSRs of cells with reduced J following treatment with the J synthesis inhibitor DMOG. We have previously demonstrated that DMOG treatment of L. major leads to significant reductions in base J levels, and corresponding read through transcription, at cSSRs genome-wide (Reynolds et al., 2014). We find here that reduction of base J did not have a significant effect on the abundance of H3.V or canonical histone H3 within cSSRs (Supporting Information Fig. S2A and B). There was a slight trend towards increased H3.V and H3 following J loss, however the increase was not statistically significant at any of the sites analyzed. Thus, the loss of H3.V results in reduced J levels at both RNAP II termination and initiation sites, presumably through an indirect effect. However, J is not required for H3.V or nucleosome localization at RNAP II termination sites.

To begin to investigate how the loss of H3.V decreases J levels at RNAP II termination sites, we analyzed the effect of H3.V loss on nucleosome abundance by H3 ChIP-qPCR. Using primers located near the termination site we found a trend of reduced H3 in cSSRs of the H3.V KO cell line (Supporting Information Fig. S2C). Total protein levels of H3 were similar in the WT and H3.V KO cell lines (Supporting Information Fig. S3) and the loss of H3.V did not affect transcript levels for any of the histones or enzymes involved in J synthesis (see below). Therefore, loss of H3.V leads to reduced assembly of H3 containing nucleosomes at cSSRS. These findings implicate chromatin structure, specifically nucleosome abundance, in the regulation of J synthesis at termination sites, but it remains unclear how the loss of H3.V negatively affects J synthesis at dSSRs.
L. major H3.V is not required for RNAP II termination

Given that we have previously shown that reduction of J in L. major results in read through transcription at RNAP II termination sites, regardless of how J is reduced, we would expect a defect in RNAP II termination in the H3.V KO cells. Anderson et al. have recently found however, that the loss of H3.V does not lead to a detectable termination defect in L. major, as determined by SL RNA-seq (Anderson et al., 2013). While both SL RNA-seq and small RNA-seq are capable of revealing termination defects following J reduction, small RNA-seq is more sensitive (van Luenen et al., 2012) and thus we used this method to further analyze the H3.V KO for termination defects genome-wide by small RNA-seq. As we have previously demonstrated, the reduction of base J in L. major by treatment with DMOG resulted in the production of antisense small RNAs due to read through transcription at cSSRs and into the opposing gene cluster (Fig. 2A, Supporting Information Figs. S4A and S5) (Reynolds et al., 2014). Read through transcription following J loss is confirmed by strand-specific RT-PCR, where an RNA species spanning the termination site is detected only following J loss (Fig. 2B and Supporting Information Fig. S4B), and in agreement with the SL RNA-seq data of Anderson et al., we did not find evidence of read through transcription in the H3.V KO by small RNA-seq or strand-specific RT-PCR (Fig. 2A and B, Supporting Information Figs. S4A and B and S5). Only upon further loss of J in the H3.V KO following DMOG treatment is read through transcription detected (Fig. 2, Supporting Information Figs. S4 and S5). Interestingly, DMOG treatment of the H3.V KO cells results in a greater decrease in J and greater read through transcription than the similar DMOG treatment of WT cells (Fig. 2 and Supporting Information Fig. S4). The increased read through transcription in the H3.V KO+DMOG is observed by small RNA-seq (several cSSRs are shown in Fig. 2A, Supporting Information Fig. S1.)

Fig. 1. H3.V co-localizes with base J at cSSRs and regulates J synthesis.
A. Map of cSSR 12.1 (12.1 indicates the first termination site on chromosome 12, following nomenclature established by van Luenen et al. (van Luenen et al., 2012). Genomic coordinates for all L. major cSSRs are listed in Reynolds et al. [Reynolds et al., 2014]). Black boxes represent the final gene in the opposing gene clusters. Arrows indicate the direction of transcription. Lines above the map indicate PCR amplified regions 1–4 utilized in the ChIP-qPCR analyses. Not to scale.
B. Localization of H3 and H3.V across cSSR 12.1 in WT cells determined by ChIP-qPCR using H3 antisera and H3.V antisera. The average of three independent IP is plotted as the percent IP relative to the total input material. All IPs were background subtracted using a no antibody control. White bars, H3 ChIP; dark grey bars, H3.V ChIP. Error bars represent the standard deviation.
C. J localization across a cSSR in WT and H3.V KO cells. Anti-base J IP-qPCR analysis was performed for regions 1–4 within cSSR 12.1 of the indicated cell lines. The peak of J and the TTS have been shown to be within region 3 (Reynolds et al., 2014; van Luenen et al., 2012). The average of three independent IPs is plotted as the percent IP relative to the total input material. All IPs were background subtracted using a no antibody control. White bars, WT; dark grey bars, H3.V KO. Error bars represent the standard deviation. Reduction of J in the H3.V KO is statistically significant at region 3 and 4 as determined by a two-tailed Student’s t-test at a P-value <0.05.
D. Map of dSSR 6.1 (6.1 indicates the first initiation site on chromosome 6, following nomenclature established by van Luenen et al. [van Luenen et al., 2012]). Black boxes represent the initial gene in the opposing gene clusters. Arrows indicate the direction of transcription. Lines above the map indicate PCR amplified regions A–E utilized in the ChIP-qPCR analyses. Not to scale.
E. Localization of H3 and H3.V across dSSR 6.1 in WT cells. H3 and H3.V ChIP-qPCR were performed as described in B.
F. J localization across a dSSR in WT and H3.V KO cells. Anti-base J IP-qPCR analysis was performed for regions A-E within dSSR as described in C. Reduction of J in the H3.V KO is statistically significant at region B-D as determined by a two-tailed Student’s t-test at a P-value <0.05.
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Figs. S4A and S5 and quantitation across all cSSRs is shown in Supporting Information Fig. S6), and also confirmed by semi-quantitative strand-specific RT-PCR and quantitative strand-specific RT-qPCR analysis of several termination sites (Fig. 2B and C, Supporting Information Fig. S4B). This nicely reflects the direct relationship of J levels and degree of read through transcription previously caracterized in *L. major* (Reynolds et al., 2014). These data support the conclusion that, as opposed to *T. brucei*, H3.V does not directly regulate RNAPII termination in *L. major*.

The fact that reduction of base J in the H3.V KO does not result in termination defects, unless J is further reduced by DMOG, suggests there is a threshold of J required for RNAPII termination.
To address this, we performed a DMOG titration in WT cells to follow the effect of varying levels of J on termination at two cSSRs (Fig. 3). We found that read through transcription does not occur until approximately 75% of the initial J is lost at the termination site. In the DMOG titration we see that ~40% (Fig. 3A) and ~55% (Fig. 3B) reduction of J in WT cells is not sufficient for a termination defect. ~75% (or greater) reduction of J in WT cells, with increasing DMOG concentration, leads to read through transcription. Deletion of H3.V resulted in ~60% reduction in base J, thus explaining the lack of a detectable defect in termination. However, subsequent treatment of the H3.V KO with DMOG decreased J by 90-95% relative to WT cells, and resulted in a termination defect (Fig. 3). As described above, similar treatment of WT and H3.V KO with DMOG resulted in significantly more J loss in the H3.V KO and a stronger defect in termination. In some cases the loss of J in the WT + DMOG (or H3.V KO) is not enough for significant read through transcription at the cSSR and only when J is reduced further in the H3.V KO + DMOG is there strong termination defect (Supporting Information Figs. S4 and S5, cSSR 7.2). We conclude that a threshold of J between 25 and 40% of WT levels is sufficient to prevent read through transcription, thus explaining the lack of read through in the H3.V KO cells. Once below this threshold the degree of termination defect is directly related to the decrease in J, explaining why we detect greater read through in the H3.V KO + DMOG cell line than WT + DMOG. Taken together these data support the conclusion that regulation of termination in L. major is all about base J. H3.V does not regulate termination, but does regulate J levels. However, the loss of H3.V does not decrease J levels below the threshold required for termination.

J promotes termination prior to the end of gene clusters, repressing gene expression

We have shown previously that J reduction and subsequent read through transcription in WT L. major cells treated with DMOG result in only a modest defect in cell growth in vitro (Reynolds et al., 2014). These findings contrast with those by van Luenen et al., who found that further reduction of J in a JBP2 KO cell line by bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) is lethal in L. tarentolae (van Luenen et al., 2012). We now find that the H3.V KO cell line is hypersensitive to DMOG compared to WT cells (Supporting Information Fig. S7). While the loss of H3.V alone has no effect on cell growth (Anderson et al., 2013), H3.V KO + DMOG cells grow significantly slower than WT + DMOG cells after 48 h and continue to slowly divide thereafter. We conclude that the greater J loss and read through defects in the H3.V KO + DMOG cells are detrimental to cell growth and that base J is
essential in *Leishmania* spp. due to its role in regulating RNAP II termination.

One possibility is that the essential nature of J in *Leishmania* spp. is indicated by the termination defects at cSSRs resulting in RNAP II transcription into opposing gene clusters genome-wide that occur following the loss of J (Reynolds et al., 2014; van Luenen et al., 2012). For example, read through transcription at convergent gene clusters may result in transcriptional interference where transcription of the opposing strand of the adjacent gene cluster exerts a direct negative impact on the transcription of the sense strand. In this collision model, active antisense transcription suppresses sense RNA transcription resulting in downregulation of mRNAs for (essential) genes located at the end of convergent gene clusters. To test this model we performed mRNA-seq in parasites treated with and without DMOG. For each condition (WT, WT+DMOG, H3.V KO and H3.V KO+DMOG) two independent mRNA-seq libraries were sequenced. Replicates were strongly correlated with each other (with $R^2$ values $>$0.95 for all replicates). We focused on genes that were up or downregulated by twofold or more with an RPKM of at least one in each replicate and a p-value of 0.05 or less. Using these cutoffs we identified very limited gene expression changes in WT *L. major* cells incubated with DMOG (Supporting Information Table S1). Even fewer gene expression changes were observed in H3.V KO cells, consistent with previous SL RNA-seq (Anderson et al., 2013) (Supporting Information Table S1). mRNA-seq indicated only 17 transcripts were changed more than twofold following the decrease of J in WT cells, the majority of which (16 transcripts) had increased expression. We confirm many of these changes by RT-qPCR (Supporting Information Fig. S8). The limited number of affected genes indicates read through transcription does not lead to significant downregulation of mRNAs. For example, at two cSSRs that are known to have some of the highest levels of read through transcription following loss of J with DMOG (10.2 and 8.1) (Reynolds et al., 2014), none of the mRNAs for genes within 10kb of the termination site of the four gene clusters are significantly downregulated in either WT+DMOG or H3.V KO+DMOG (Fig. 4). In fact, none of the genes on these chromosomes are significantly downregulated in any of the conditions examined here. Consistent with small RNA-seq analysis, read through transcription through the cSSR into the opposing gene cluster following the loss of J is apparent in the mRNA-seq data (Fig. 4A and B). Therefore, in agreement with van Luenen et al., some fraction of read through (antisense) RNA is processed similarly to mRNAs (van Luenen et al., 2012). However, as seen previously, steady-state mRNA does not necessarily reflect the extent of read through transcription compared to small RNA-seq or analysis of nascent RNA by strand-specific RT-PCR. Nevertheless, consistent with small RNA-seq, plotting the mRNA-seq data supports the conclusion that transcriptional read through is highest in H3.V KO+DMOG. Interestingly, while none of genes localized at the end of gene clusters are significantly downregulated, even in the highest degree of read through transcription in the H3.V KO+DMOG, we do detect a slight trend of decreasing mRNA levels with increasing degree of read through (Fig. 4C and D).

Therefore, while there may be some transcriptional interference resulting from RNAP II extension into the adjacent convergent gene cluster, this does not result in significant repression of mRNA levels.

In contrast, we find many more genes upregulated upon stimulation of read through transcription (Supporting Information Table S1). Similar to findings we previously described in *T. brucei* (Reynolds et al., 2014, 2016), all 16 of the upregulated genes in WT+DMOG *L. major* cells are located at the end of a gene cluster immediately downstream or within a J peak, where J regulation of transcription termination within a gene cluster attenuates transcription of downstream genes. For example, on chromosome 9 only one gene is upregulated in WT+DMOG, and represents the last gene of a gene cluster at cSSR 9.1 (Fig. 5A). The peak of base J extends from the cSSR into the open reading frame (ORF) of the last gene in the gene cluster that is lowly expressed in the presence of J (WT), but increases upon the loss of J following DMOG treatment (Fig. 5B–E). mRNA levels are further increased upon the loss of J in the H3.V KO+DMOG, presumably due to increased read through transcription. As discussed above, no read through and minimal gene expression changes are detected in the H3.V KO. cSSR 9.1 (Fig. 5) is an example where attenuation of transcription within an ORF is sufficient for gene repression. Termination of transcription prior to the 3’ UTR would prevent the production of full-length precursor transcript and therefore, the production of processed steady-state mRNA. At this gene cluster internal termination site, decreased levels of base J leads to read through transcription on the top strand that results in the complete transcription of the final gene, which is processed to mature mRNA. Read through following the loss of J extends down to an RNAP III-transcribed gene in the cSSR, which are known to terminate RNAP II transcription independent of J in *Leishmania* spp. (Reynolds et al., 2014; van Luenen et al., 2012). The presence of RNAP III-transcribed genes (a 5S rRNA gene on the bottom strand and tRNA genes on the top strand) at this site terminates transcription on both strands in the absence of base J (Reynolds et al., 2014; van Luenen et al., 2012). Thus, while our previous genome-wide studies quantitating the
production of antisense RNAs failed to detect a defect in RNAP II termination at this cSSR due to J-independent mechanisms preventing transcription into the opposing gene clusters, we now illustrate that base J, in fact, regulates termination on the sense strand of a gene cluster prior to the cSSR. No expression change is detected for the genes immediately upstream or the final two genes of the adjacent convergent gene cluster in either WT or H3.V KO cells treated with DMOG (Fig. 5E).

Additional examples of J regulation of gene expression via termination include H-T regions 26.5 (Fig. 6) and 23.1 (Supporting Information Fig. S9A), and cSSR 32.2 (Supporting Information Fig. S9B) where J is found upstream of the last gene within the gene cluster. The downstream (and final) gene is lowly expressed in the presence of J (WT), but increases upon the loss of J following DMOG treatment and further increases in the H3.V KO+DMOG. Adjacent genes, upstream of J or within the neighbouring gene cluster, are not affected. Further evidence for read through transcription at a gene cluster internal termination site following J loss is provided by strand-specific RT-PCR analysis (Fig. 6F). Following the decrease in base J in WT cells we detect an increase in a nascent transcript that extends downstream of the proposed termination site. The level of this RNA species increases along with decreasing levels of J in the H3.V KO+DMOG, directly linking the degree of read through with mRNA abundance of the downstream gene.

Twenty-one of the 33 (64%) upregulated genes in DMOG treated parasites (WT and/or H3.V KO cells) fit a model where derepression occurs as a result of deregulated transcription elongation/termination within a gene cluster following the loss of base J (Supporting Information Table S1 and Fig. 7). These 21 upregulated genes are located in 18 independent gene clusters, out of approximately 184 gene clusters in the L. major genome. In this way, J represses gene expression genome-wide in L. major, often repressing the expression of a single gene, usually the last gene, within a gene cluster. Chromosome maps indicating the genomic location of upregulated genes upon the loss of J are shown in Supporting Information Fig. S10. Thirteen of the 21 genes that fit this model have been identified as...
developmentally regulated in *L. major* (Dillon *et al*., 2015) (see Discussion). These findings overall suggest a conserved role of J in the promotion of RNAP II termination prior to the end of gene clusters in kinetoplastids as a mechanism for regulated gene expression.

**Discussion**

The arrangement of functionally unrelated genes into co-transcribed gene clusters and the apparent lack of sequence specific DNA transcription factors has made it difficult to envision regulated gene expression at the level of transcription in kinetoplastids. Evidence has begun to emerge however, that chromatin modifications, including the DNA modification base J and H3.V, can provide some measure of transcriptional control. In *T. brucei* both J and H3.V promote RNAP II termination prior to the end of gene clusters, thereby repressing downstream genes in the same cluster (Reynolds *et al*., 2016; Schulz *et al*., 2016). We demonstrate here that this function of J is conserved between *T. brucei* and...
Base J regulates RNAP II termination and gene expression at head-tail regions within gene clusters. L. major. Whereas H3.V does not have a direct role, base J promotes RNAP II termination and regulation of genes at the end of gene clusters in L. major, including several that are developmentally regulated. We have therefore identified a conserved epigenetic mechanism of regulated gene expression via control of RNAP II transcription termination in kinetoplastids. Consistent with previous findings in L. tarentolae (van Luenen et al., 2012), we also show that a large decrease of base J is detrimental to L. major growth. The absence of major gene expression changes at sites where J loss leads to read through transcription into the adjacent gene cluster and the production of antisense RNAs suggests that defects in cell growth are not due to transcriptional interference, and instead implicates the conserved function of J in the repression genes at the ends of gene clusters in the maintenance of cell viability.
Function of H3.V in termination

In *T. brucei*, J and H3.V co-localize at RNAP II termination sites genome-wide and loss of either mark at specific sites within gene clusters leads to read through transcription and increases expression of downstream genes (Reynolds *et al.*, 2014, 2016). These studies indicate that base J and H3.V synergistically regulate transcription termination and gene expression. Importantly, the effect of H3.V is not simply due to base J since the levels of the modified base are not reduced in the *T. brucei* H3.V KO (Cliffe *et al.*, 2010). Rather, H3.V appears to regulate transcription in *T. brucei* independent of base J. Regions of overlapping transcription in cSSRs of WT *T. brucei* lead to the production of siRNAs (Tschudi *et al.*, 2012; Zheng *et al.*, 2013). Loss of H3.V, but not base J, leads to increased transcription within these cSSRs and increased production of siRNAs. Variant surface glycoprotein genes within the silent RNAP I transcribed telomeric gene clusters are also derepressed in the H3.V KO. These results indicate a specific role of H3.V, independent of base J, in telomeric gene repression and non-coding RNA expression in *T. brucei*. Here, we now demonstrate that H3.V and base J co-localize at termination sites in *L. major*, and confirm that loss of H3.V does not lead to significant effects on RNAP II termination. Therefore, in contrast to its function in *T. brucei*, H3.V does not directly regulate termination in *L. major*. Rather, the loss of H3.V in *L. major* decreases levels of base J by an unknown mechanism, possibly due to subtle chromatin structural changes (Supporting Information Fig. S2). When analyzing read through transcription via antisense RNA production by small RNA-seq (Fig. 2A, Supporting Information Figs. S4A and S5) or SL RNA-seq (Anderson *et al.*, 2013), no evidence of a termination defect was identified in the H3.V KO. Through strand-specific mRNA-seq we did detect a few gene expression changes in the H3.V KO.
due to read through at internal termination sites (a total of four genes at three different termination sites, see Supporting Information Table S1). Two of these genes are likely expressed in both WT and H3.V KO cells, potentially explaining why these genes were previously missed. Therefore, at a majority of termination sites (181 out of ∼184) enough J remains in the H3.V KO to efficiently terminate transcription, but at three sites J is apparently decreased enough to result in a small degree of read through and subsequently increased steady-state mRNA for the downstream gene(s). Evidence that J regulates these genes is provided by the response to reducing J in WT and the H3.V KO. At each of the three internal termination sites, the genes are upregulated in WT cells where J is reduced via DMOG. Consistent with greater J loss and read through at termination sites upon DMOG treatment compared with deletion of H3.V, the upregulation is higher in WT+DMOG than H3.V KO. Additional loss of J in the H3.V KO, via DMOG, leads to further read through and corresponding increases in the expression of these four genes as well as genes downstream of J in other gene clusters (discussed below). Thus, although the co-localization of J and H3.V at termination sites is conserved between T. brucei and L. major, in contrast to T. brucei, H3.V does not function to promote termination in L. major, but it is involved (potentially indirectly) in the maintenance of J levels.

**Essential nature of base J in Leishmania spp.**

Whereas T. brucei can survive without base J (Cliffe et al., 2009), Leishmania spp. appear to require J because JBP1 KO cells are not viable (Genest et al., 2005). JBP2 KO Leishmania spp. cells are viable, retaining approximately 30% of WT J levels (Vainio et al., 2009; van Luenen et al., 2012). When L. tarentolae JBP2 KO cells are grown in BrdU, they lose more J and die (Vainio et al., 2009). As an explanation for this J-less death, the Borst lab proposed that the resulting massive read through transcription into the adjacent gene cluster interferes with sense RNA synthesis (van Luenen et al., 2012). To test this hypothesis and avoid the toxicity and indirect effects of BrdU, we utilized DMOG to inhibit thymine hydroxylase activity of the JBP enzymes and reduce J synthesis in vivo (Cliffe et al., 2012). DMOG treatment of WT L. major leads to significant reduction of J and read through transcription with minimal effect on parasite growth (Reynolds et al., 2014). Although the deletion of H3.V results in a significant loss of J, the loss is not sufficient for read through transcription or any measurable defect in cell growth. Compared to WT cells, DMOG treatment of the H3.V KO cells leads to the greatest reduction of J (Figs. 2D, 3 and Supporting Information Fig. S4C), more severe read through (Figs. 2A–C, 3, 6F, Supporting Information Figs. S4A and B, S5 and S6), and a more severe growth phenotype (Supporting Information Fig. S7). Therefore, independent approaches to reduce J (BrdU treatment of a JBP2 KO and DMOG treatment of an H3.V KO) have led to the observation that the growth defect following J loss in Leishmania spp. is inversely correlated with J levels and directly correlated with the degree of read through, strongly suggesting that the essential nature of J is due to its role in preventing read through transcription.

To address the essential nature of J, we therefore took advantage of the H3.V KO+DMOG cells to study the consequence of increased read through on gene expression. In contrast to the hypothesis that read through transcription disrupts sense mRNAs, our mRNA-seq analysis indicates only 20 genes are downregulated more than twofold in the H3.V KO+DMOG. Of the 20 downregulated genes, none were reduced by more than 2.4 fold and only four represent the last gene of a convergent gene cluster, where the greatest amount of read through from the opposing gene cluster would be expected. In fact, of the 76 convergent gene clusters in the L. major genome, only six have a significantly downregulated gene within 10kb of the termination site in the H3.V KO+DMOG. Clearly, the expression of convergently arranged genes in L. major is not significantly negatively correlated with the production of antisense RNAs by RNAP II read through transcription. Examination of the genome-wide transcriptome data from WT and the H3.V KO cells with reduced J does reveal slightly downregulated genes near several cSSRs with high read through, suggesting that a transcriptional interference/collision model could explain some of these modest reductions in gene expression. While the changes are much less than our twofold significance cutoff, the downregulation correlates with levels of base J and degree of read through transcription. The lack of significantly downregulated genes at the ends of the majority of gene clusters genome-wide indicates that the process of read through transcription at cSSRs and subsequent dual strand transcription does not negatively affect gene expression at the mRNA level to any significant extent.

Rather than observing downregulation caused by J loss and transcriptional interference, we instead found that the majority of genes affected by J loss were upregulated. Sixteen of the 17 genes affected in WT+DMOG cells were upregulated. The expression of 53 genes was altered in H3.V KO+DMOG cells, which include four highly similar, but distinct genes encoding amastin-like surface proteins. Similar to WT+DMOG cells, 33 out of the 53 genes affected in H3.V KO+DMOG cells were
upregulated. 21 of the genes upregulated following J loss are located within at least 10 kb of base J, most of which are immediately downstream of J or overlap regions of J enrichment (Figs. 5, 6 and Supporting Information Table S1), and therefore fit a model in which J promotes termination prior to the gene and represses its expression. Upon J loss, RNAP II elongation continues and gives rise to stabilized processed mRNA. Consistent with this model, of the 16 genes upregulated in WT cells treated with DMOG, 14 are further upregulated in the H3.V KO+DMOG, thus, expression is inversely correlated with J levels. By strand-specific RT-PCR we are also able to detect nascent RNA spanning the termination site and (antisense) RNA downstream of the termination site that is similarly inversely correlated with J levels and directly correlated with increased mRNA levels of the downstream gene. These findings reveal a conserved function of base J among kinetoplastids in the promotion of RNAP II termination prior to the end of gene clusters (Reynolds et al., 2014, 2016; Schulz et al., 2016). In L. major this represents 18 sites of J within gene clusters genome-wide. The location of base J and the genes that are regulated is summarized in Supporting Information Table S1 and genome-wide chromosome maps in Supporting Information Fig. S10.

Regardless of how J loss directly impacts gene expression, 53 genes are differentially expressed after DMOG treating H3.V KO cells, and it is possible that both decreases and increases in transcript abundance contribute to defects in cell growth following J loss. We also cannot exclude the possibility that antisense RNAs generated by transcriptional read through are somehow detrimental to cell viability. These RNAs appear to be processed similarly to sense mRNAs, and although they do not significantly decrease sense mRNA abundance, it is possible that other stages of gene expression are deregulated by antisense RNAs, for example mRNA nuclear export and translation. Future studies are underway to clarify the essential nature of J in L. major. However, given that the major impact of J loss on transcript levels (in terms of the number of genes affected and degree of expression change) is the increased expression of genes at the end of gene clusters, the increasing growth defect with decreased J in L. major promastigotes is more likely linked to the de-repression of genes as opposed to the downregulation of mRNAs or uncharacterized transcriptional interference processes. While the majority of the upregulated genes encode for products of unknown function, approximately 57% of the genes are known to be developmentally regulated in L. major (Dillon et al., 2015). Included are putative amastin-like surface proteins that are upregulated upon differentiation to metacyclic promastigotes. De-repression of these genes following the loss of J may lead to growth defects in our in vitro L. major promastigote cultures. These findings raise the possibility that regulation of J levels during different life stages or in response to environmental signals allows parasites to regulate gene expression at the transcriptional level. Developmental regulation of global levels of base J in kinetoplastids is consistent with this possibility (Ekanayake et al., 2007; van Leeuwen et al., 1998), though high resolution mapping of J across life stages will be necessary to more thoroughly test this hypothesis. Further investigation of the proteins involved in regulating J synthesis, including JBP associated proteins, will also provide insight to the biological significance of J regulation of gene expression in kinetoplastids.

This study has thus identified a conserved function of base J in kinetoplastids in the promotion of RNAP II termination prior to the end of gene clusters and strongly implicates gene repression as the essential role of J in maintaining L. major parasite viability.

**Experimental procedures**

**Enzymes and chemicals**

Enhanced chemiluminescence and Hybond-N+ were purchased from Amersham. Goat anti-rabbit HRP (horseradish peroxidase) and goat anti-mouse HRP antibodies were purchased from Southern Biotec Inc. DMOG was purchased from Frontier Scientific, Inc. All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

**Parasite cell culture**

L. major Friedlin strain promastigotes, wild type and the H3.V KO (Anderson et al., 2013), were grown at 26°C in M199 media supplemented with 10% FBS as described (Kapler et al., 1990). DMOG treatment of cells was performed by supplementing media with 5mM DMOG for 2–10 days. Control cells were treated with equal amounts of vehicle (dimethyl sulfoxide).

**Chromatin immunoprecipitation-quantitative PCR (ChIP-qPCR)**

To determine histone H3 and H3.V enrichment in the L. major genome, ChIP-qPCR was performed using 2 x 10^8 cells resuspended in 20 mL of phosphate buffered saline. Cells were cross-linked in 1% formaldehyde for 20 min. Subsequent ChIP steps were performed as previously described (Ekanayake and Sabatini, 2011). L. major histone H3 and H3.V specific antibodies used in this study were previously described (Anderson et al., 2013). Input DNA was used as a positive control for qPCR (10% of the IP). Quantification of selected regions of the genome was performed on an iCycler with an iQ5 multicolor real-time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). All
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primers used in this study were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. or Invitrogen. Primer sequences used in the analysis are listed in Supporting Information Table S4. The reaction mixture contained 5 pmol forward and reverse primer, 2x iQ SYBR green super mix (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA), and 2 µl of template DNA. Standard curves were prepared for each gene using fivefold dilutions of known quantity (100 ng µl⁻¹) of WT DNA. The quantities were calculated using iQ5 optical detection system software.

Determination of the genomic level of J

To quantify the levels of base J at specific regions of the L. major genome, genomic DNA was sonicated and anti J immunoprecipitation was performed as described (Cliffe et al., 2010). Immunoprecipitated J containing DNA was used for qPCR analysis, as described above for ChiP-qPCR analysis.

Western blots

Proteins from 10⁷ cell equivalents were separated by sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS page 8% gel), transferred to nitrocellulose and probed with anti-H3 and H3.V as described (Anderson et al., 2013). Anti-alpha tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a loading control. Bound antibodies were detected by goat anti-rabbit or goat anti-mouse secondary antibodies conjugated to HRP and visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence. Equal loading was also assessed by Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining.

Strand-specific RNA-seq library construction and data analysis

Small RNAs were isolated from L. major using a Qiagen miRNasy kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 5 x 10⁷ cells were used per sample, and isolated at the log phase of parasite growth. Two small RNA-seq libraries (L. major H3.V KO and H3.V KO + DMOG) were prepared by Vertis Biotechnology AG, Germany, as previously described (Reynolds et al., 2016). All WT and WT + DMOG small RNA-seq data shown here are from our previous study (Reynolds et al., 2014). Libraries were sequenced using Illumina’s HiSeq2000. Reads were mapped to the L. major Friedlin strain genome version 4.2 as previously described (Reynolds et al., 2014). Information about all sequencing data generated in this study is listed in Supporting Information Table S2.

For strand-specific mRNA-seq, total RNA was isolated using Trizol from log phase L. major WT and H3.V KO cells (5 x 10⁷ cells) treated with and without 5mM DMOG for two days. Eight mRNA-seq libraries were constructed (two replicates each; WT, WT + DMOG, H3.V KO and H3.V KO + DMOG) using Illumina’s TruSeq Stranded RNA LT Kit, sequenced by the Georgia Genomics Facility using Illumina’s NextSeq500, and resulting reads were processed and mapped to the L. major Friedlin strain genome version 9.0 as previously described (Reynolds et al., 2016). Determination of transcript abundances was performed as previously described (Reynolds et al., 2016) using the Cufflinks suite version 2.2.1 (Trapnell et al., 2013). To estimate gene expression levels for a condition, replicates were analyzed by Cuffdiff with the L. major Friedlin strain genome version 9.0 annotation. Default parameters were used except specifying library type fr-firststrand. All p-values reported here, determined by Cuffdiff, reflect the FDR-adjusted p-value of 0.05. Correlation coefficients for mRNA-seq replicates of WT, WT + DMOG, H3.V KO and H3.V KO + DMOG were all greater than 0.95. All J IP-seq data shown here are from previously published work (van Luenen et al., 2012). These sequence data have been submitted to NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus under GEO Series accession numbers GSE77713 and GSE77632.

Strand-specific reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) analysis of read through transcription

Total RNA was isolated using the hot phenol method, as described previously (Roditi et al., 1989). To ensure complete removal of contaminating genomic DNA, purified RNA was treated with Turbo DNaseI (Invitrogen), followed by phenol:chloroform extraction. Strand-specific RT-PCR was performed as previously described (Reynolds et al., 2014, 2016). Briefly, ThermoScript Reverse Transcriptase from Life Technologies was used for cDNA synthesis at 60–65°C. 1-2 µg of RNA were used to make cDNA using a reverse primer as described in the Figure legends. PCR was performed using GoTaq DNA Polymerase from Promega. A minus-RT control was used to ensure no contaminating genomic DNA was amplified. Primer sequences used in the analysis are listed in Supporting Information Table S4.

Reverse transcription-quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR). Total RNA was obtained using Qiagen RNeasy kits according to manufacturers instructions. First-strand cDNA was synthesized from 1 µg of total RNA using an iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) per the manufacturer’s instructions. qPCR was performed using 1-2 µl of template cDNA, and as described above.
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